
BARC Animal Shelter & Adoptions

CODE RED - DOG & CAT

This report is intended for currently approved rescue partners and fosters.  

*These pets have been identfed as the MOST URGENT and can be potentally euthanized at any tme during the 

day should we reach capacity.  

*This list will serve as the fnal notce for this pet. 

If you are an interested adopter please visit our website at <htps://www.houstontx.gov/barc/adopt_a_pet.html> 

for more informaton on adoptng.

 3:45:20AM5/22/2023

CAT

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  2 YEARS,  TORTIE,  DOMESTIC SH MIX CAT

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 12

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1875834 SOOZIQ 05/13/2023 ADOPT58  8.00

Not Tested

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



BEHAVIOR NOTE

remained in her box with a tense body, dialated pupils and tail curled around her body. was able to clean one side of her 

kennel and move her over to clean the other side.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

When removing cover from front of kennel feline hisses and lunges forward swiping with her claws out, growling, airplane ears, 

dilated pupils, and teeth bared. When trying to coax her to one side so I can clean the other she attacks the pole I was using to 

close her portal door, biting and clawing at it even as im trying to pull it back. any time anyone passes too closely to her kennel 

she repeats the same behaviour, trying to swat at them through the cage bars and the cover. Placing behaviour consult for 

repeated behaviour.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

When moving cover this morning feline was curled up in her box but as soon as she saw me she came flying forward hissing 

and swatting. she ignores wet food when offered and another act and I decide we need to move her to help lower her 

stress(less people messing with her, she was the first kennel when you walk into the cattery.) When opening her kennel to 

place a calm down box for her she swats at my hand and begins biting and clawing at the door to the calm down box with a 

swishing tail, dilated pupils, tense body, and airplane ears. For safety I closed the kennel and placed the calm down box on the 

other side and placed the cover back to allow her to enter on her own time. (gave her 30 minutes). When I returned she was 

still not in the calm down box, so I used a long pole to tilt her bed as a way to coax her into the calm down box. She began 

biting and clawing at the pole, refusing to let go, and did this for around 45 seconds. Once she was done I gently nudged her 

with the pole and she then ran into the calm down box and I was able to move her to a more quiet area. While in the calmdown 

box she was continually swatting at the clear plastic front in an attempts to get my hand, hissing, spitting, swatting, trying to bite 

to no avail. Once placed in new kennel she was calmer but I could still hear her growling. Covered the front of her calm down 

box and the front of her kennel and will leave her be.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching endcap, cat immediately starts to hiss, backs up towards the side of kennel next to box with dilated pupils and 

airplane ears. Her tail starts to puff up and hackles starts to raise. I offer wet food but cat starts to low grow and hiss towards 

me. I attempted to open pothole using a stick but she quickly started to swap and bit at the stick. Had to clean one side of 

endcap only due to cat behaving in that manor. Covered endcap and placed extra enrichment.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

In calm down box with news paper covering, while cleaning she is hitting calm down box snd growing/hissing.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

as i approached cat was in her calm down box with her head sticking out and hissing and growling at me. was able to close her 

calm down box door with a stick which she was swatting and biting on. once closed i was able to begin cleaning her kennel. 

throughout cleaning she was hissing, growling and lunging at me while in her box.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

During cleaning this AM cat was hissing, swatting, growling, had airplane ears, dilated pupils, and a fast swishing tail. When 

using the long pole to close the portal she began biting the pole, grabbing it with her claws, and growling very loudly. I was able 

to use ,my hyand to distrract her while i closed the portal and cleaned her kennel. will keep her covered and give extra 

enrichment.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Sooziq's kennel was covered but when I went to move the corner of the towel covering her kennel she ran through the porthole 

and lunged at the kennel bars. Her body was tense, ears were flat and in airplane position, and her tail was tucked tightly 

around her body as she groaned loudly with dilated pupils and a hard stare. I used the feather toy to see if she would interact 

with it and she kept watching it and following it with her eyes and turning her head but she was also attentive to where my hand 

was and kept growling in between. When using the safety stick to close the porthole she ran through it again quickly aiming 

right toward the stick and biting down on it several times while growling. She went into the calm down box so I closed the 

porthole with safety stick and then changed the litter box and offered some wet food and pinch of cat nip on a carpet 

scratching square. I opened the porthole and she ran towards the litterbox then started to smell the cat nip and her eyes 

became less dilated and started licking the wet food next to it. When I moved the corner of the towel back over her kennel she 

started to growl and lunge at the kennel door again.

DOG

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  5 YEARS,  BLUE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 3

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879490 SKY 05/22/2023 DB19  46.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:



Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

complainant states her mother's dog is in bad condition and does not have the funds to care for also dog roams loose and they 

cannot confine

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  8 MONTHS,  BRINDLE / WHITE,  MASTIFF MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1854496 DONUT 05/18/2023 DC14  49.80

NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

owner surrender

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Dog was very timid upon approachin the vehicle. Owner had to carry dog out while she placed the leash . Once placed on the 

floor dog pancaked and refused to walk. I had to muzzle and carry into back intake. Once placed down began to try and thrash 

on on the muzzle. I loosened it up and removed it then once dog seen sibling tried to go toward her. Had to be muzzled to the 

place on the scale. Once on the scale she pancaked. ACT began working her up once she was given dewormer she began to 

thrash again. Another ACT had to come assist so we could attempt to get blood. She was laying on her side with whale eyes 

and breathing heavily. Once done she started to thrash again As I tried to carry her . Removed the leash and she stopped, had 

to be carried to kennel. 05/18/23 15:51

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  8 MONTHS,  WHITE / BLACK,  MASTIFF MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1854498 COOKIE 05/18/2023 DC15  46.00

NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

owner surrender

INTAKE

when getting cookie out of the car , she pancaked therefore I had to leash muzzle and carry inside. Once inside and trying to 

put her ID band , she began to thrash and scream. She stopped thrashing when her sibling was next to her. cookie stood still 

for her whole work up but as soon as we began to walk to the kennel , she began to pull backwards on the leash again. I was 

able to leash muzzle her and carry her to the kennel

BEHAVIOR NOTE

As I approached Cookie in her kennel she was pressed against the wall and was staring at me with whale eyes. I baby talked 

her and the tip of her tail gave a small wag. I opened the kennel door and she turned away from me, body stressed and she 

kept turning her head away from me. I was able to leash her however as soon as she was leashed she started whimpering. 

She walked out of her kennel, however kept her body low and was skittish. She avoided eye contact with everyone and as she 

walked she whimpered and screamed. Once we got to her new kennel, she screamed as she thrashed against the leash. I 

attempted to muzzle and she contiued to scream and attempted to bite the leash and me. I was able to muzzle and carry into 

her kennel.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Growling, head lowered, hackles raised on back of neck, leaning over while in a sitting position and hard staring. Took treats 

as I threw them over the top of kennel but went back to groaning and growling while watching me as she ate them.



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  5 YEARS,  WHITE / BLACK,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

WOUNDA1879177 BERT 05/20/2023 DC17  52.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Gry aggrs Pitbull in the back of a vacant house he is aggressive

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Dog was sleeping curled up in C shape on bedding upon approach. I tried to greet him and offer treats he did not show 

interest. I slowly opened kennel door and try to lure him out using baby talk , he did not care for it. After waiting on him some 

minutes he would come peek his head out and sniff but then go back in place with whale eyes and tried moving to the back of 

the kennel . I had to do a light muzzle and enter kennel behind him in order to get him to walk out. Once out of the kennel was 

still muzzle he tried to shake it off, but I had to loosen it up for him. He then walked slowly on loose leash. PLacing on adopt 

eval to monitor behavior.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel dog is sitting down, i started to toss treats and he ate a few , i started to place leash but then he started to 

avoid eye contact and low growl. I kept tossing leash with treats untill on and he walked out with tail tucked and head low to 

next kennel

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 YEARS,  BLACK / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

EYEA1879262 ROGER 05/20/2023 DC21  60.00

LOW POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1 lager black stray dog in the yard- dog is jumping on disabled person when he come out of his house and caller gets short 

winded.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 YEARS,  BLACK / WHITE,  ALASK MALAMUTE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879243 MARTIN 05/20/2023 DC23  33.40

HIGH POSITIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Cowaring in kennel, avoiding eye contact when leash placed he started to pull back keeping tail tucked . HAd to muzzle and 

carry to next kennel



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  2 YEARS,  BLACK,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879231 MARINA 05/20/2023 DC27  30.00

LOW POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  5 WEEKS,  GRAY / BLACK,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879233 MAIA 05/20/2023 DC27  2.50

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  5 WEEKS,  TRICOLOR,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879234 MAKU 05/20/2023 DC27  2.60

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  5 WEEKS,  WHITE / BROWN,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879235 MALIK 05/20/2023 DC27  3.00

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  5 WEEKS,  BROWN,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879236 MAORI 05/20/2023 DC27  2.30

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  5 WEEKS,  BROWN,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879237 MOANA 05/20/2023 DC27  2.90

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  5 WEEKS,  BROWN / BLACK,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879238 MOKI 05/20/2023 DC27  2.90

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  5 WEEKS,  BLACK / BROWN,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879239 MAUI 05/20/2023 DC27  2.60

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  5 WEEKS,  BLACK,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879240 MANI 05/20/2023 DC27  1.90

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  5 WEEKS,  BLACK / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879241 MALIA 05/20/2023 DC27  2.50

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  5 WEEKS,  BLACK / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879242 MOMI 05/20/2023 DC27  2.00

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 YEARS,  BROWN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 19

Days in ShelterConditionName

PURRFURRED5

NORMALA1877362 TITO 05/06/2023 DD23  49.00

NEGATIVE/NAD

TIME/SPACEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



INTAKE

/aggressive dogs that barking and trying to charge/

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel, dog comes to me with a wagging bobtail and low ears as I offer treats and babytalk in order to leash him . 

He walks besides me and looks back at me a few times. Tito ignores treats given by my hand and walks back to kennel with a 

slight trot.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel dog comes to me with a wagging bobtail and low ears as I offer treats and babytalk to leash . Tito walks on 

a loose leash taking a few treats and a slight forward leash.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

approaching kennel dog is standing in front of kennel door, with wagging tail, easy to leash and walks on loose leash. baby talk 

and he begins to wag his tail, while in outside run i pet for a but before leashing him and walking back inside, he walked right 

into his kennel.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Tito greeted me at the front of the kennel door, he held a relax body, soft close mouth and a soft wiggly bobtail. On the leash 

Tito walks well on a loose leash, always quiet in his kennel.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Tito is stanting in the front of the kennel, he has a relax face, soft close mouth and a soft body, wagging tail with the baby talk. 

Outside: He walks loose leash, always quiet in his kennel, relax body and sweet face.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  2 YEARS,  BLACK / BROWN,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879190 OLIVIA 05/20/2023 DD28  55.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Two stray females dogs had puppies and are being aggressive

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Laying in the back of the kennel,as i open the kennel dog just lay on the floor not moving, offer tretas and wet food she was not 

intrested she kept avoiding eye contact. I used along leash muzzle and with the help of another carry into a new kennel

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Dog was in the kennel with a tense body, lion posed with puppies, not taking treats, avoiding the leash. Did managed to leash 

her and muzzle her. I went to pick her up but she went foward and walked slowly to the new kennel. Went back of the back of 

the kennel.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  2 WEEKS,  TRICOLOR,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

IMMATUREA1879195 OASIS 05/17/2023 DD28  1.15

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  2 WEEKS,  WHITE / BLACK,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

IMMATUREA1879196 OMARI 05/17/2023 DD28  1.15

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Spayed female)  8 MONTHS,  RED,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 15

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1877863 BETHANY 05/10/2023 DD31  32.60

NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching run dog comes to me with a wagging tail and low ears as I offer treats to leash her . Dog walks gently taking treats 

readily on the way to kennel with a wagging tail.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Walk into the row and I heard a bowl being scrap against the floor and thrown around . I went to find where the noise was 

coming from and notice it was coming from Bethany's kennel. She had the bowl in her mouth and was about to toss it when 

she saw me she let go of the bowl. I walk away and again she started playing with the bowl and banging against the divider. 

Will cover kennel, provide extra enrichment and remove the bowl.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Bethany is a jumping girl, she standing in two legs in her kennel. wagging tail and body. Outside: she walks fast and jumping. 

she pating all her kennel.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  2 YEARS,  BLACK / BROWN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

LACTATINGA1879106 ZOE 05/20/2023 M10  41.00

NEGATIVE

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Ms stated the 1 BLK N BRWN GERMAN SHEPHERED is still in her yard and she now have puppies maybe 5// please assist 

ongoing issue for senior// mail will not deliver becuase dog

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 WEEKS,  BROWN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

IMMATUREA1879107 BURT 05/20/2023 M10  3.00

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Ms stated the 1 BLK N BRWN GERMAN SHEPHERED is still in her yard and she now have puppies maybe 5// please assist 

ongoing issue for senior// mail will not deliver becuase dog



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 WEEKS,  TAN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

IMMATUREA1879108 ERNIE 05/20/2023 M10  3.00

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Ms stated the 1 BLK N BRWN GERMAN SHEPHERED is still in her yard and she now have puppies maybe 5// please assist 

ongoing issue for senior// mail will not deliver becuase dog

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 YEARS,  TAN / BLACK,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 8

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1878750 HERCULES 05/17/2023 SOUTHA07  90.60

HIGH POSITIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

PER HPD DISPATCH: UNIT 13D22D OFFICERS STANDING BY FOR 3 DOGS @ PREMIER MOTORS

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Hercules is howling and barking in the kennel, Will cover kennel and monitor.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

hercules this morning was quiet in kennel, and stayed on his bed the entire time. i opened his kennel to take him out to the 

runs and he immediately got up. he walked on a semi tight leash, with a neutral body, i kept offering treats to slow him down 

but he ignored them. coming back for him to the runs, he was waiting for me at the front of the kennel, no issues leashing him 

and getting him back to his kennel.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel, dog forward barks at me and quickly gets up with erect ears as well as dilated pupils and a tense face. 

After leashing, dog starts to pull ignoring treats. I loose leash walk him until he does his business and he starts to pull a lot 

when going inside as well. Covered kennel and placed extra enrichment.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Hercules was quiet in kennel during the cleaning. He greeted me with neutral body and low wagging tail as I babytalk and 

offered treats. opened door and placed the leash on him easily. when leashed he walked on a semi loose leash with a neutral 

body. same in the way back. he got into the kennel with no issue.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Jumping, pacing, vocalizing behind sheet covering kennel. Appeared to be over aroused when customers were walking by with 

dogs. 

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  6 YEARS,  BROWN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

INJUREDA1879308 STELLA 05/21/2023 SOUTHA10  40.00

NEGATIVE

ILL MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

stella greeted me in the front of the kennel with relaxed body, wagging tail and soft facial expression. she remains quiet in her 

kennel during the day.



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  5 YEARS,  BROWN / BLACK,  BELG MALINOIS MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 10

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1878453 PRINCE 05/15/2023 SOUTHA29  51.00

HIGH POSITIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

comp states his mother passed away, and cannot contain the dogs. has over the limit count, will keep 2 dogs only

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Prince is skiddish and avoids leash. Once leashed, he is tense and presents whale eyes.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

prince was laying on the floor with risen eye brows. He was able to be leashed easily without skidding away. Very loose leash 

and nuetral body. Noticed prince was digging in the front of the kennel door from the runs.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Prince was sitting in front of the kennel door, he held a tense body, dilated eyes and tight mouth. I was able to place the leash 

on him with no issues and he walk out of the kennle readily. Walking Prince out to the runs, his body posture became more 

relax with a soft swaying tail. After placing him in the runs, he started to walk around to sniff. After cleaning his kennel, he was 

sitting in front of the gate ready to be leash and he walk back with a relax body, walk on a loose leash.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel prince was sitting in front of the kennel door, with neutral body and open mouth offered treats and baby 

talk and he started wagging his tail slowly, I was able to place the leash on him with no issue. when leashed he walked loosely 

with a relax body and wagging tail. I noticed dogs barking at him in the runs and he ignored them.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel prince was sitting in front of the kennel door, with neutral body and tense mouth. offered treats and 

babytalk and he started wagging his tail slowly, I was able to place the leash on him with no issue. when leashed he walked 

loosely with a relax body, wagging tail and alert ear. he is quiet in his kennel.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  4 YEARS,  BLUE / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879207 TONKA 05/20/2023 SOUTHC03  46.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Gry aggrs Pitbull in the back of a vacant house he is aggressive barked at caller and ran up on him/ afraid he may try and 

attack kids if he get out of the back yard the backyard

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Dog greeted me at kennel door with a loose body, I opened kennel door and was able to easily leash him up. Walked out 

loosely. Was very patient as we waited in line for him to get his work up. He sat near me and would make eye contatc towards 

me. I offered treats and he ate them gently from my hand. I offered him pets while we waited. He would ook at other dogs 

passing by and wag his tail. For his work up I offered treats but did a liht muzzle t be safe he did not resist and did very well for 

his work up .Walked him to new kennel with no isues. Placed treats down below and he ate them. I was able to unleash and 

exit kennel. 05/18/23 14:40

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Wagging tail and walks on loose leash. Easy to do xrays without sedation. Let us roll him all over for rads and he would tense 

for the initial positioning and then relax and let us take the view. Ignores dogs who bark at him and just keeps walking with a 

swaying tail. Quiet in surgery kennel throughout day.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Tonka has a relaxed body and a wagging tail that goes side to side . While on the leash, she is very loose and enjoys her treats 

and overall a wiggly body. Dog has presents friendly behaviour and remains silent in her kennel.



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Spayed female)  5 YEARS,  BLACK / BROWN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 9

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1873409 LEXI 05/21/2023 SOUTHC05  50.00

HIGH POSITIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



BEHAVIOR NOTE

unable to do heartwor animal started thrashing when trying to muzzled &get blood from the and back leg....

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Laying pressed all the way to the back of her kennel. Tossed treats and she showed some interest but was too fearful to eat 

them. Able to get her out and walk her to front hallway (quiet area). She was very tense to sound and touch. Remained with tail 

tucked ears and mouth pulled in tight. Hypervigilant and would finch to my touch. Had to be lightly muzzled to get HW test.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Lexi was brought over from eval as a move adopt, I notice the ACT left the leash on her in the kennel and when I walk into the 

kennel slowly she kept avoiding me trying to remove the leash. Lexi held a tense body, dilated eyes and a hard stare. I will try 

again later after cleaning to remove the leash.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Assisted with ACT to remove leash from around dog in kennel . As I approached kennel dog presented whale eyes and was 

very shifty in her movements. I slowly opened kennel door and offered pieces of chicken from my hand . She sniffed but 

showed no interest, I presented my side towards her , due to her already being timid. I reached for the end of the leash which 

was under her paw and she sofly lifted her paw for me so I could get a good grip. She then stood up while still being leashed 

so I decided to take her out for a walk. She seemed very uninterested in me and she could not seem to focus. She would 

begin to sniff and area but then once she heard something she would go in the direction . She was pretty much having all of 

senses working at once and she could not pick where to focus. I walked her back into her row and asked ACT if she could 

possibly be in a bigger kennel due to her size. She walked in with no issues went to sniff the bed and I slowly began removing 

the leash as I was walking out, she slowly turned towards me and I seen her teeth began to chatter and she tried to reach for 

the leash in a sofly manner. Would suggest leahs walk only and will try to work with her and offer wet food to see if she 

responds to that any better. 05/17/23 10:01

BEHAVIOR NOTE

approaching kennel lexi came to me slowly with low tail, whale eyes and tense body, as a babytalk and offered treats. she 

smelled but did no eat and stepped back as soon as I opened the door. got in the kennel and lexi avoided the leash moving 

front one side to other I continued babytalk until I placed the leash on her. when leashed she walked to me and was ready to 

go out. lexi started walking with a low body and tense body especially walking trough the other kennels, once out she was 

sniffing and looking around and got into the run rapidly i did no have the opportunity the took the leash . when I come back to 

pick her up she greated me with a low wagging tail a neutral body. opened the door and she stayed next to me allowing me to 

get the leash and then walked back into the kennel straight to the bed, I removed the leash while she was walking in with no 

problem. 

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel, dog comes to me with a wagging tail, erect ears, and an open mouth but paces from side to side at first. 

She kept lifting her head when attempting to leash as well as slightly jumping. Noticed that she kept rejecting treats and would 

zigzag on the leash with raised hackles and and open mouth pant. When removing leash, I notice that she started to nip at it all 

of a sudden and would jerk hr head backward to be unleash faster. Approaching her once again she displays a wiggly body 

and squinty eyes this time around but when removing leash, she nipped at the leash again insid eof kennel. Will cover kennel 

door and give extra enrichment. 

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel, Lexi presented whale eyes and a tense body. Tail was tucked and was timid. Once I presented a leash, 

she was very hesitant at first. I used treats but she ignored them. I used baby talk and she willingly came. She kept scanning 

her area but for the most part had a loose leash. While on the leash, she presented a mid raised tail and a lowered head while 

walking. 

BEHAVIOR NOTE

I took lexi out to destress her from the Kennel enviroment. She presented a tense body, tucked tail, and avoided the leash. I 

used treats but ignored the treats I have presented. I was able to leash her and we started to go outside. She had a foward 

leash but did not pull. She started panting, had a mid tail and kept sniffing the ground. I took her in the outside runs and 

practiced a leash walk with her and she somewhat responded well. I sat down on the bench and was able to get her attention 

and she allowed me to pet her and scratch her ears. Her body started to relax and nuzzled between my legs and chest and 

allowed me to hug her head. However, I did not release the leash. I have also conducted an expirement with her by walking 

past other dogs in the runs. She did not respond to the other dogs whatsoever and maintained her distance. I used a clicker 

and she seems to understand the clicker and gets her atention somewhat. will work with her again tomorrow. 

BEHAVIOR NOTE

lexi had dialted eyes and she was on the kennel door wagging her tail side by side. She was panting and had a tnse body. This 

time it was easier to leash her and had a foward leash with no pulling. While passing by other odgs, she ignored the dogs and 

minded her own business. she had a loose body on the leash and i was able to release the leash inside the outdoor run. 

Noticed her fidgeting with the outdoor kennel door. Once I have returned to pick her up, she was waiting by the kennel door 

with all fours on the floor. She was much easier to leash this time around. will walk her in the PM and place extra enrichment. 



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  5 YEARS,  TAN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

GIA1879167 THOMAS 05/20/2023 SOUTHC27  34.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

3 medium dog roaming the apartment complex and have mange disease. are still in the area please contact MR Terence 

Thomas 936 249 8238 for assistance

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Thomas was laying on his bed when I approach the kennel. When he saw me, he got up and greeted me at the front of the 

kennel. He had a semi tense body, low swaying tail. On the leash he will pull on the leash, tossed treats to redirect him but he 

just ignored the treats. Walk Thomas to the outside run, removed the leash and he went about sniffing around the area when I 

left to get another dog.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Neutered male)  4 YEARS,  BROWN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 23

Days in ShelterConditionName

PURRFURRED5

URIA1876843 ZEKE 05/02/2023 SOUTHD16  51.00

NEGATIVE/NAD

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



INTAKE

1 BRWN PIT REFUSES TO LEAVE FRONT YARD/4th call Dog ran inside the garage and it came thru the back door wont 

leave, caller has been bitten before by a dog and she is afraid.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Zeke is standing front on the door of his kennel. He barks at other dogs but does so with a relaxed face and soft eyes. Outside 

I walk slowly with the tail at 45 degrees rocking it from side to side, with mouth open. By leaving him in the runs he took 

advantage of the potty and then he sat looking around with his face without any expression

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Zeke is located in the front of his kennel, with soft mouth, relax eyes, sometimes vocalizing only another dogs. Outside: he 

standing in the runs, provably potty training.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel dog displays a wrinkled forehead, extended smile, and back ears as I offer treats as a reward for 

maintaining all fours on the floor.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel, dog displays a wrinkly forehead and facial muscle tension as I offer treats to leash him . Dog walked out 

jumping a little but was able to redirect with treats. Zeke looked back a few times for more treats. Covered kennel door and 

gave extra enrichment.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approach the kennel, Zeke had both of his paws at the front of the kennel door. I tossed treats to redirct him to place paws on 

the floor. I open the kennel, place the leash on him and he walk out of the kennel, walking out to the hallway he started to pull 

on the leash but tossed treats to redirect him on a loose leash. He presented a semi tense body, wrinkle forehead and soft 

close mouth.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

During AM cleaning, Zeke was vocal, i would pass by and he would be at the front of the kennel with a wrinkly forehead looking 

at me with a side eye. Whenever i leashed him and opened the kennel to walk him out, he jetted out of the kennel, i had to 

stop in my tracks and offered him treats, and he started walking at a slower pace, for a short while until he started pulling on 

the leash again.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Dog barks at the front of the kennel door. Takes treats (mixed) was jumping on the kennel door when I went to toss treats. Tail 

up and focused on me. Leashed with treats and walking out of the kennel to the runs he was foward and trying to go further on 

the leash. Had to distract with treats. Outside he was focused on the neighbor dog in the run and was barking and trying to get 

to him. Kept deturing with treats and baby talk. Coming back in was the same. Though he didnt want to go in and I had to walk 

in with him.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Zeke in kennel is very vocal, specially towards other dogs. i tried taking him out but he would jump on the kennel door, i would 

offer him treats to distract him, but he would be more focused on me. when leashed, he trots, ignoring all treats thrown on the 

ground, i would keep stopping to slow him down and get his attention but when starting to walk he would start trotting again. he 

plays with other dogs.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Standing at the front door of his kennel with a relaxed body, wiggling lower body. When leashed, Zeke walked out towards the 

door on a tight leash. He pottied as soon as he reached the grass and walked into his run. He roamed with a soft body, loose 

tail and bouncy ears. I brought Rocko out to be placed in the opposite run and when trying to leave out of the run, Rocko 

followed me, going around my legs. Rocko was very nasty with Zeke, growling and pacing the front of his run. Zeke barked 

and paced back with Rocko until I tossed treats towards the back of Zeke's run. Zeke ran to eat the treats out of the grass, 

ignoring Rocko who was still pacing at the front of his run. When I was able to get Rocko in between the two doors leading out 

of the run, I leashed him and returned him back to the suite. When it was time to bring Zeke in, he walked back inside to his 

kennel eating tossed treats.


